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By using the structure of the adjacency matrix of a cordial graph, we characterize cordial graphs. 
then investigate sufficient conditions for NEPS graphs built from cordial graphs to be cordial. 
A sub-class of cordial graphs. symmetric balanced cordial graphs, is introduced. 
Introduction 
Cordial labelings of graphs were introduced by Cahit [2] as a weakened version of 
the apparently less tractable grac@/ labelings (see [l]) and harmonious labelings 161. 
Cahit showed, among other things, that all trees are cordial (i.e., can be cordially 
labeled). that a length-n cycle C, is cordial if and only if n + 2 (mod 4), that an Eulerian 
graph is not cordial if II = 2 (mod 4), that the complete graph on n vertices K, is cordial 
if and only if n < 3, and that the complete bipartite graph on m and n vertices, K,,,. is 
cordial for all m, n > 1. Since Cahit’s paper, various particular types of graphs have 
been shown to be cordial (see, e.g., [7]). In [7] sufficient conditions were given for the 
direct product of two cordial graphs to be cordial. The direct product is one type of 
NEPS operation on two graphs. In this paper, using a different method from that of 
[7], we offer sufficient conditions for any graph built from a 2-ary NEPS operation on 
cordial graphs to be cordial. 
NEPS (Noncomplete Extended P-Sum; originally from the Serbo-Croatian rzepol- 
puna proSirena p-suma) graphs were first defined by Cvetkovic and LuciC [S] and are 
discussed in detail in the monograph by Cvetkovic et al. 141. A NEPS is a graph 
constructed from other graphs. The adjacency matrix of a NEPS is known in terms of 
the adjacency matrices of the graphs from which it is built, and it is by exploiting this 
knowledge that the results of this paper are obtained. 
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Definitions for cordial graphs 
All graphs in this paper are finite, loopless, and without multiple edges. A labeling of 
a graph 3 =( V, E) is a mapping f: V-+10, l}. The mapping f induces an edge- 
labelingf* on 3, f* : E+{O., l}, defined byf*((u, u))= If(u)-f(v)1 for all (u, v@E. Let 
vs(0)=({v~T/If(o)=O}I, vr(l)=I{v~:lJf(v)=l}(, e,*(O)=I{eEEJf*(e)=O}), and 
e,,(l)=I(e&If*(e)=l}l. (W e will omit the subscripts f and f* when the context 
makes it clear.) 
Cahit’s original definition of a cordial labeling is the following. 
Definition la. A labeling f of a graph 9 is cordial if Iv(O)-u(l)1 d 1 and 
Ie(O)-4111 Q 1. 
A graph B is cordial if it admits a cordial labeling. 
Several equivalent definitions are possible. In particular, in this paper we will use 
the following one. Let nearly equal mean differing by at most one. 
Definition lb. A graph 3 is cordial if there exists a partition of V(9) into two nearly 
equal subsets, I’, and V,, such that the set of edges with both endpoints in I’r or both 
endpoints in I’, is nearly equal in size to the set of edges which have one endpoint in 
Vi and one endpoint in Vz. 
(The proof of the equivalence of Definitions la and lb is left to the reader.) 
Thus, if 29 is a cordial graph, such a partition exists. We will call edges with both 
endpoints in VI or both in Vz internal edges and edges with one endpoint in VI and 
the other in V, external edges. The number of internal edges adjacent o a vertex ZIE V 
will be called the internal degree of u, denoted i(u). The number of external edges 
adjacent to u will be called the external degree of v, denoted x(u). 
Throughout this paper we will assume that ( VI 12 I V2 I. We note that there are six 
different ‘types’ of cordial graphs, in the following sense. Let an (i, j)-cordial graph be 
a cordial graph such that, under some cordial labeling, I VI 1-I V,( = i and 
e(O)-e(l)=j. Note that ie{O, l}, and je(-l,O, l}. Note also that a graph with an odd 
number of edges may be both an (i, l)- and an (i, -1)-cordial graph. 
1. A characterization of cordial graphs 
The adjacency matrix of an n-vertex graph 8, A(9), (or simply A when 9 is clear) is 
an n x n matrix such that aij= 1 if (i, j)EE(%) and 0 otherwise. The following theorem 
characterizes cordial graphs using their adjacency matrices. 
Theorem 1. Let Y have n vertices. Let ‘v be the n-dimensional column vector with Z;(i)= 1 
for 1 <i<<Tn/21 and Z;(i)= - 1 for [n/21 + 1 <i,<n. (In other words, ij has m/al l’s 
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and [n/21- 1’s.) Then under some ordering of the vertices, for AZ = %, 
r+i 
izl $i)- i $i)E{-2,0,2) 
iern/21 +l 
if and only if 93 is cordial. 
Proof. (a) Let i denote the [n/2 l-dimensional all-l vector and -1 denote the 
Lnj2)dimensional all-( -1) vector. Then under some ordering of the vertices of 3 we 
have 
For AZ=%. 
Let V, consist of the first [n/21 vertices of 9 (as ordered by A) and V, consist of 
the last Ln/2] vertices of $9. This will be our partition of I/. Note that the number of 
l-entries in X is twice the number of edges internal to I’,; the number of l-entries in 
2 is twice the number of edges internal to V,; and the number of l’s in Y (or YT) 
equals the number of external edges in 3. Further note 
(i) (X.i- Y.i)(i)=i(u,)-x(vJ, for ui~Vv, and 
(ii) (Y’.i-z3)(i)=X(Ui)-ii( for UiEVV,. 
By hypothesis, 
rm 
isI (x4-y.i)(i)- i (YT.i-z.i)(i)E{-2,0,2} 
i=rn/21 +I 
which by the above comments implies 
giving e(O)-e(l)E{ - l,O, 11. 
Hence, 3 is cordial. The proof in the other direction is similar. q 
We note some particular cases. Let 9 be cordial, AC = iit, with A, 5, and % as above. 
(1) If 
rw 
i;l w(i)+ i wG)~(-L0,2} 
i=rn/21 +I 
then the number of edges internal to I’, is nearly equal to the number of edges internal 
to V,. We call this special type of cordial labeling a symmetric cordial labeling. 
(2) If it =a, i.e., if it has all zero entries, then $9 is symmetrically cordial and 
i(v) - x(u) = 0 for all UE V. We call this a balanced symmetric ordial labeling. In this 
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case 0 is an eigenvalue of A(Y) with G the associated eigenvector. (The existence of such 
an eigenvalue and associated eigenvector characterizes such graphs.) 
It is interesting to note that the adjacency matrix for the cycle Ck for k z 0 (mod 4) 
satisfies this condition but not if k $0 (mod 4). (See [4].) An interesting comparison 
may be made between this and Cahit’s result about the cordiality of cycles. 
We further note that a connected balanced symmetric cordial graph is Eulerian, 
since every vertex has even degree. 
2. n-Ary NEPS operations 
In general a NEPS is a graph built from other graphs. We will first look at NEPS 
built from n cordial graphs, and then at NEPS built from two cordial graphs only. 
Let 9I be a non-empty set of n-tuples, (PI, . . . . /I,,) of l’s and O’s which does not 
contain the n-tuple (0, . , 0). 
Definition 2 [S]. The NEPS with basis g of graphs ZJI, . . , Y,, is the graph whose set of 
vertices is the Cartesian product of the sets of vertices of YI, . . . ,9,, and in which two 
vertices (x,, .., x,) and (yI, . . . . y,J are adjacent if and only if there is an n-tuple 
(PI, . . , j&) in 2 such that xi = yi holds exactly when fii = 0 and Xi is adjacent to yi in 9i 
holds exactly when pi= 1. 
Note that for a given n there are 22”-’ - 1 possible NEPS operations. 
The adjacency matrix of a NEPS can be expressed in terms of the adjacency 
matrices of the graphs from which it is built [3] using the Kronecker product of 
matrices. The Kronecker product, A ~3 B, of matrices A = (aij),,, and B = (bij)p,q is the 
mp x nq matrix obtained from A when every element aij is replaced by the block UijB. 
The following relation is known (see, e.g., [4]): 
(A 0 B) (C @ D)=AC 0 BD 
if A and B are square matrices and AC and BD exist. 
From this, one gets by induction 
(A, 0 ..’ 0 A,)@, 0 “. 0 B,)...(M, 0 ... 0 M,) 
=(A,B,...M,)@ ... @(A,B;..M,). 
We will exploit the following result of CvetkoviC [3,4] and two lemmas, whose easy 
proofs are left to the reader. 
Lemma 1 [Cvetkovi6]. The NEPS 9 with basis ~23 of graphs 91, . . . . 9,, whose adja- 
cency matrices are Al, . . . , A,, has the following adjacency matrix: 
A= c (A[‘@ ... @A!“). 
BE.98 
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Let pi have n, vertices. 
Lemma 2. Let a,, . , a, he column vectors with pi having ni entries, [q/21 ofthem all l’s 
and Lni/2] of them - 1’s. Then i!, @ ... @a, consists of [(n, . ..n.)/21 l’s and 
inI . ..n.)/2] - 1’s. 
Lemma 3. Let M 1, . , Mk be matrices. If any ofM,, . . . . Mk consists of all zero entries, 
so does M, @ .‘. @ Mk. 
We now get the following theorems and corollaries. 
Theorem 3. Let A be the adjacency matrix for a NEPS with basis $3 of graphs 
9 , , . . . . %,,. Then if Ye,, . . . . 3, are balanced symmetric cordial graphs, so is the graph 
represented by A. 
In other words, the class of balanced symmetric cordial graphs is closed under 
NEPS operations. 
Proof. Let C 1, . . ,C, be the 1, -1 eigenvectors associated with eigenvalue 0 for 
9,) . . , %,,. (Spe the notes following Theorem 1.) Then, using the above facts, 
Since /?=(O, . . . ,O)$%?, at least one of ,4Q1Gj must always equal to 6. Hence, by 
Lemma 3, the entire summation equals 0, and A has an eigenvalue of 0 with 
C1 @ ... @ 5, the associated eigenvector. By Lemma 2, I;, @ ... QJ G,, consists of the 
requisite numbers of l’s and -1’s to apply Theorem 1. Hence, by Theorem 1, the 
NEPS with basis 9 built from 9 1, . .., qn is cordial, and by the notes following 
Theorem 1, it is in fact a balanced symmetric cordial graph. 0 
In fact, the above proof also shows that the property of being a balanced symmetric 
cordial graph is what we will call infectious, which is expressed in the following. 
Corollary 1. Let A be the adjacency matrix for the NEPS with basis 9 over graphs 
gI, . , g,, with ??i a balanced symmetric cordial graph and the others arbitrary, and such 
that for every /?EB:, Bi= 1. Then the graph with adjacency matrix A is a balanced 
symmetric cordial graph. 
Proof. Let 9j have nj vertices. For all graphs 9j except Yi, assign a vector Gj with 
rnj/21 l’s and Lnj/2J - 1’s. (Any such vector will do. This is equivalent to saying 
partition the vertices of ~j into nearly equal size sets.) For CC?i, let iji be the 1, - 1 
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eigenvector associated with eigenvalue 0 of the adjacency matrix of pi. Then by the 
same argument as in Theorem 2, 
A@, @ ... @ +a 
and the NEPS represented by A is a balanced symmetric cordial graph. 0 
Let a 2-ary NEPS operation be one which builds a NEPS from two graphs, ~9~ and 
gz, only. The next corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
Corollary2. Let ol, ...,On-l be 2-ary NEPS operations. Then ifYI, . . . ,9,, are balanced 
symmetric cordial graphs, so is %I o1 Bz o2 ‘.. on- 1 Y,,. 
3. 2-Ary NEPS operations 
We now turn out attention to 2-ary NEPS operations, that is, NEPS operations 
whose bases consist of 2-tuples. Many 2-ary NEPS operations have been studied, 
under a variety of names. 
For example, the 2-ary NEPS operation with basis &? = { (0, l), (LO)> has been called 
the Cartesian product [7, S], the sum [4] and the P-product [9]; the one having basis 
@={(l, 1)) h as b een called the product [4] and the a-product [9]; the one having basis 
g= ((0, l), (LO), (1, l)} h as b een called the strong product [4] and the y-product [9]. 
Note there are seven such 2-ary NEPS operations. 
Let $9 and Z’ be cordial graphs on n and m vertices, respectively, and let Z and G be 
their associated 1, - 1 vectors, as described in Theorem 1. Let 0 be a 2-ary NEPS 
operation; let A be the adjacency matrix of 9; let B be the adjacency matrix of ~9, and 
let A be the adjacency matrix of 9 0 Z. Then (see Section 2), 
where the first term in the above sum is present if (0,1&g, the second term is present if 
(~,O)E@, and the third term is present if (1,l)~B. Let Z(9) be the sum of the internal 
degrees of $59 and X(59) be the sum of the external degrees of 9, for a cordial graph 9. 
Let Y represent he sum of entries in A (Z 0 i4) corresponding to l-entries in 5 0 iG 
minus the sum of entries in A(E; @ iG) corresponding to - l-entries in G 0 G. Then the 
following holds. 
Theorem 4. ~=n(Z(~)-X(~))+m(Z(~)-X(~))+(r(~)-X(s))(r(~)-X(~)), 
where thejirst term in the sum is present f(0, l)eW, the second ij(1, O)E%?, and the third ij 
(1,l)Eg. 
Proof. It is necessary to examine each of the three possible vectors, AB’ij 0 B’%, 
separately for its contribution to Y; however, since the calculations are similar in each 
case, we show the details for one case only. Let V1 and V, and IV, and W, be the 
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partitions of I’= V(9) and W= V(Z) (respectively) induced by the cordial labelings of 
9 and 2. 
(1) The case of A’; @ B ‘ik 
Z; 0 BG has the following form: [n/21 copies of BiG followed by Ln/2] copies of 
-BG. For the sum of elements occupying positions corresponding to positions 
occupied by l’s in G Q G, we get 
For the sum of elements occupying positions corresponding to positions occupied by 
- l’s in Z; 0 6, we get 
(3’4 
(3a) minus (3b) yields n(l(Af’)-X(H)). 
(2) In the case of A’Zj 0 B”iG the contributing difference is m( Z(9)-X(9)). 
(3) In the case of A ‘E; 0 B ‘i4 the contributing difference is 
(I(3)-XV)) (I(=@)-X(*)). q 
We can now list conditions under which cordial graphs, 99 and 2, yield a cordial 
graph when combined under a 2-ary NEPS operation 0 with basis LA?‘. (We ignore 
the degenerate case when 59 or 2 is empty or merely a single isolated vertex.) By 
Theorem 1, 9 0 Z will be cordial when Y is an element of ( - 2,0,2}. 
(Recall the definition of an (i,j)-cordial graph given in the beginning of the paper.) 
Theorem 5. Let 0 be a 2-ary NEPS operation with basis %?‘, 9 and 2 cordial graphs on 
n and m vertices, respectively. Then 99 0 %’ is cordial i;f: 
Case 1: W={(O,l)}, 2 is an (i, 0)-cordial graph for ie{O, l}. 
Case 2: 9#={(1,0)}, 9 is an (i, 0)-cordial graph for iE{O, l}. 
Case 3: 9?= ((1, l)}, either 9 or Af is an (i,O)-cordial graph for iE{O, 11. 
Case 4: B={(O, l),(l,O)}, 9 zs an (i, 0)-cordial graph and &’ is a (j, 0)-cordial graph 
for i, je{O, l> or Y is an (i, + 1)-cordial graph, Y? is a (j, T 1)-cordial graph and 
(n-m(<l. 
Case 5: g= ((0, l),(l, l)}, 2 zs an (i, 0)-cordial graphfor iE (0, l} or 3 = K2 or n = 3 
and 9 is a (1, - 1)-cordial graph. 
Case 6: B= ((l,O),(l,l)), 9 is an (i, 0)-cordial graphfor ic (0, l} or &f = K2 or m = 3 
and 2 is a (1, - 1)-cordial graph. 
Case 7: 5B={(O, l), (l,O), (1, l)}, 9 is an (i, 0)-cordial graph and 2 is a (j, 0) cordial 
graph for i, jg {0, l} or 9 is an (i, 1)-cordial graph, A? is a (j, - 1)-cordial graph for 
i,jE{O, l> and nE{m+l,m+2,m+3} or 9 is an (i, -1)-cordial graph, 2 is a (j, l)- 
cordial graph, i,jE(O, l}, and nE{m- 1, m-2, m-3}. 
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Table 1 
& A S(L’, w) IEI 
L 0 B 







We note that the result of Case 4 was first reached by Ho et al. [7] using a different 
method. 
Finally, we count the degrees of each vertex and the number of edges in a 2-ary 
NEPS to reach a closure theorem for the class of (0,O) cordial graphs. The Kronecker 
matrix product and Cvetkovic’s result (Lemma 1 in this paper) give an easy way of 
arriving at these numbers. (For 93= ((0, l), (l,O)} and B= { (1, l)} these numbers 
are given in [S]). Note also that if 9YI =X1 0 Zz and gz = ZI 0 X2 where 0 and 0 
are 2-ary NEPS with bases BI and g2, respectively, and gIn9Yz =(b, then 
E(Yl)nE(%z) = 8. 
Let 9 and Z be arbitrary graphs on n and m vertices with adjacency matrices A and 
B. Let I,, denote the II x n identity matrix. Let u always denote a vertex in 9 and 
w a vertex in 8”. Let 0 be a 2-ary NEPS operation and E the edge set of 99 0%. 6(v, w) 
denotes the degree of (v, w) in 9 0 I?‘, d1 (v) the degree of u in 3, and 6,(w) the degree of 
w in 3’. A denotes the adjacency matrix of 9 0 2. 
The methods described in [S] yield Table 1. 
Thus Theorem 6 follows, from the above edge counts and Theorem 5. 
Theorem 6. Let ol, . . . . a,,_ 1 be 2-ary NEPS operations, and let gl, .., 9, be (0,O) 
cordial graphs. Then 9, o1 CYz o2 .‘. on_ 1 C!?,, is a (0,O) cordial graph. 
An interesting open question concerns the complexity of the set of cordial graphs. 
The definition of a cordial graph given in this paper in terms of a partition of the 
vertex set indicates that the problem of cordial labeling bears at least a surface 
resemblance to that of minimal graph bisection into equal parts, a well-known NP- 
complete problem. We conjecture that the set of cordial graphs is also NP-complete. 
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